
ProMed Scanning Solutions 
Innovative Scanning Solutions  

for Physician Practices, Clinics, and Hospitals 

Document scanning can be a labor intensive and time-consuming process, especially in healthcare. 
 

ProMed Scanning Solutions cut data capture operating costs by integrating with your existing PMS/HIS system, and with the 
leading document management systems (including our own ProMed DM solution), providing a single scanning platform to meet 
the needs of the entire organization. Capture laminated insurance cards and driver license, multi-colored forms, EOBs, EKGs, and 
handwritten scripts. ProMed also provides integrated data capture for fax, email, and electronic files. 
 

Patient Registration Scanning 
 

One-touch scanning. Advanced image processing and enhanced barcode recogni-
tion reduce the time needed for document prep and manual indexing. The solution 
uses ProMed Enabler to automatically pull index info from your registration screen; 
with no additional data entry. Just place the document on the scanner and click the  
on-screen button to select either driver license, insurance card, or referral document. 
Previously stored images for the patient can be immediately accessed, eliminating 
the need to re-scan. Account or encounter number is updated automatically for the 
existing image(s). 

 

Medical Records Scanning 
 

ProMed Medical Records Scanning provides highly advanced scanning capabilities to capture patient doc-
uments of varying type, age, color, size and content. Labor costs are minimized by built-in sophisticated 
image processing techniques and enhanced barcode recognition. Time and error-saving capabilities like 
automatic forms classification and data extraction for Encounter Form processing can be added to allow charge data to be sent 
directly to your billing system. ProMed’s simple user interface provides chart page sorting to quickly locate documents. Forms 
classification and page sorting means ProMed can even automatically identify chart deficiencies. 
 

Key Benefits of ProMed Medical Records Scanning: 
 

 Designed specifically  for charts; no need to sort chart by document type, single vs. dual-sided, landscape vs. portrait 
 

 Simplifies the sorting of document types within a chart 
 

 Automates the extraction of data directly from scanned documents for indexing 
 

 Ability to customize internal workflow for scanning, indexing and quality assurance 
 

 Ability to store document images on microfilm for archive and legal retention 

Patient Registration Scanning 

Medical Records Scanning 

High-Volume Batch Scanning 

 
Key Benefits of ProMed Patient Registration Scanning: 
 

 Requires zero data entry by registration staff 
 

 Standardizes registration process; guarantees verification of ID & insurance 
 

 Display a complete list (by MR#/acct#) of identification documents and other 
scanned information stored in your PMS/HIS & other backend systems 

 
The cost of filling and maintaining a single cabinet 

 is staggering: as much as $2,000 per year for  
a standard 24” wide, 4-drawer cabinet!  
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For more information or to schedule a demo: 
 

Tel: 732.761.2880  ●   Fax: 732.761.3936  ●   Email: sales@forbiztech.com  ●   Web: www.forbiztech.com  

ProMed Scanning Solutions 
 

High-Volume Batch Scanning 
 

Given their typically lean IS staffs, most hospitals desire one scanning solution that can be used across accounting, purchasing, 
HR, and clinical departments. ProMed High-Volume Batch Scanning combines a configurable user interface with the most  
advanced image processing available from industry leaders Kofax and Kodak, creating a scanning system that is user friendly, 
requiring minimal data entry with flawless image quality. Kofax’s VRS and Kodak’s Perfect Page enable ProMed Scanning users to 
scan more documents with less document prep, while achieving the highest image quality, and enabling data extraction, data 
validation, forms classification and invoice processing.  
 

ProMed High-Volume Batch Scanning provides you with advanced features like: 
 

 
 
 
Key Benefits of ProMed High-Volume Batch Scanning: 
 

 Scan greater volumes with fewer staff 
 

 Achieve high image quality with reliable barcode recognition 
 

 Provide flexible user interface designed to eliminate keystrokes 
 

 Enhanced Barcode Recognition  Auto Page Orientation 

 Blank Page Detection  Advanced Image Clarity 


